
 
EYE EVENTS COMMITTEE - RECORD OF MEETING 

 
MONDAY 7TH

 SEPTEMBER 2015 @7.30PM IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, EYE TOWN HALL, EYE, SUFFOLK 
Present: Andrew Evitt, Harley Molesworth, Bruce Salter, Penney McSheehy, Roz Barnett and Maria Ford                     

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------- 

1. APOLOGIES AND APPROVAL OF ABSENCES 
Simon Hooton, Brett Fraser 

2. MEMBERS DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS AND CONSIDERATION OF REQUESTS FOR DISPENSATIONS 
Roz Barnett - advises she is now Treasurer of Waveney Valley Folk Collective 

3. TO NOTE THE RECORD OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
Noted 
 

4. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE RECORD OF PREVIOUS MEETING (NOT ON THIS AGENDA) 
Last page of record of previous meeting - road closure equipment.  MF advised that she has asked 
Cllr McGregor to fund the purchase of road safety barriers but is yet to hear back from him. 

5. ITEMS FROM THE PUBLIC AND CORRESPONDENCE 
Suggestion from Business Forum (email 29/07/15) that the Town Council consider purchasing 
marquees/gazebos for general town use.  This was discussed but as it is not in the budget for this 
year it was felt that further discussion should be postponed. It was mentioned however that any 
purchase would want to be of decent quality and must satisfy potential times used versus costs.  To 
be revisited when devising next Events Committee budget. 
 

6. REVIEW OF PRVIOUS EVENTS 
490th – August 8th/9th - AE commented that this was a first class event, particularly the Roll of Honour 
Ceremony. 
MF is to write to the 490th to congratulate them on their efforts in putting together this event. 
Church Art Exhibition - Bank holiday Weekend - successful and very well promoted. 
Eye Arts Festival – August 29-31st - feedback is that this was successful. 

Eye town Show – Sunday – August 30th - feedback is that this was successful although initially a little 
disorganized due to the main organiser being taken ill and unable to attend event.  
 
Although each of these events was successful, most of them lacked adequate publicity and local 
promotion.  The potential for these types of event to draw residents and visitors into the Town is 
great, however it was noted that there was not very much if any increase in footfall in the shops and 
businesses.  The most frequent comment was that people were not aware that the events were 
taking place and rather stumbled upon them.  HM advised he is working on an event submission form 
for the website whereby more detail can be included to ensure that the publicity on the website 
details information of times and places of different activities throughout the day or weekend event.  
Once this task has been completed for the website HM is happy to make it available in the form of an 
A4 handout to give guidance to future event organisers.  It may need further adapting to ensure that 
organisers consider an appropriate time frame for promoting events and consider using a variety of 
media for promotion.  
 

7. PLANNING FOR UP COMING EVENTS 
Heritage weekend – September 12/13th - activities include guided walks around Castle and Eye 
Priory, a paper craft workshop and photography Q&A (linked to the competition) on both Saturday 
and Sunday, a pop-up museum and information on local history and the history of local buildings. 

 

Waveney Valley Folk collective – September 19th - pretty much organised thanks to RB, SH.  Agreed 
purchase of plastic reusable beer glasses, agreed payment to bands up-front £200 and ETHIC to keep 
profits on the bar, raffle, and charge of entry on door (£3 after 6pm). 

 

Community Information Day – October 1st - a good response has been received and the TH should be 
packed with organisations keen to promote what they can and do for local people.  RB is to contact 



Your Local Magazine to see whether they can either put something in the next issue or investigate 
including a flyer promoting the event.  RB is to ask Dawn and Karl Rouse if they would deliver flyers 
though doors in Eye - a paid role.  BS advised he would volunteer to deliver flyers to Millfield and 
Highfields. 
Before finalising the flyers RB will get a comprehensive list of who will be participating.  A more 
catching event name is required and anyone with ideas should contact RB. 

 

Waveney Valley Food Festival – October 3rd - this event is taking place on 10th October due to a 
clash on 3rd October with the Mastercrafts fair in the TH.  BS advises that he believes food suppliers 
in Eye are participating in the Food Festival, with Laurels Butchers confirmed. 
 
Eye Christmas Evening – December 4th - MF advised that Christmas Tree is ordered, lights tender 
hasn’t yet gone out but will do within the next week, BS advised that his contact is available to 
manage the road closure signs, MF must chase Cllr McGregor for response to road safety barriers, RB 
will submit road closure application to Highways as usual.  Quote for staging from Simply Sound in 
Diss is £150 plus VAT and doesn’t include a cover.  BS and AE have gazebos that can be 
borrowed/used.  MF is waiting for a second quote from Tubes Scaffolding and will report back.  The 
committee agreed the Minion fancy-dress option for the evening believing it will better appeal to 
both genders and a variety of age groups.  MF has found one local(ish) fancy dress shop that has one 
costume, hire cost £35.  The fallback is the characters from Frozen, Olaf costume is £40 and Elsa and 
Anna are £25 (Felixtowe).  Masquerade at Stowmarket only have Elsa and Anna (prices not obtained). 
PMcS advises that ETHIC will be arranging for a Christmas Tee in the Town Hall again this year.  
 
Awards for All money - RB advised that £1000 is left in the budget for youth activities.  During the 
summer RB found that broadband was mentioned as something that would attract young people to 
use the Town Hall.   A costing of £500 has been put forward to set up broadband in the TH and 
Chamber for a year - thereafter the TC will be required to take a view of whether to continue to pay 
for the service out of the Council budget.  RB will shortly be instructing BT to install the necessary 
wiring /equipment. 
 

8. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
WWI Exhibition - MF advised that this has been postponed this year due to the contributors being 
unable to achieve as much as they had wished for personal reasons, and to the fact that after the 
490th weekend the event might appear less significant.  The WWI group are still keen and hopeful of 
commemorating the sacrifices of those involved in the Great War, this year, but are yet undecided 
on how to do this. 
Poppies - reviewing previous suggestion HM had suggested providing Poppy seeds free of charge with 
a view to marking the number of those who lost their lives in WWI - revisit in the spring. 
 
Attached is Simon Hooton’s notes updating the committee on the various activities he’s involved 
with - sent by email 7/9/15 
 

a.  19th September – Folk event: Roz has been sharing key stuff. Not much more to add other than 
 we are working on a rota for the bar; plan to talk to Penny over food provision at Ethic on 8th 
 Sept; I have shuv ha’penny, shut the box, cribbage and probably Merrels and ‘Devil among the 
 tailors’  (table skittles but slightly worried about noise with that) as pub type games to have 
 available to play in ‘the corner’ 
a. 26th September: baking workshop for young people in the Town Hall in the morning. Poster 

developed by Andrew Brown available later this week. Will go to both schools as well as 

normal promotion. Booking essential.  Will liaise with Roz & Richard over possible extra 

equipment 

b. 28th Sept and 5th Oct: two youth workshops on drama in the main town hall 7 till 9. Will be the 

core of the panto folk but open to all and encouraging pre-booking. Will dwell on presentation 

and performance skills. 

c. Pie lids – schedule sorted for a later start on Sat 10th October and will be out and about in 7-10 

days. Queens Head sponsoring. Auction after judging with proceeds to Ethic. Not entirely sure 



if business folk are doing anything else for the Waveney Valley Food Festival. Will need to 

touch base with Bruce. 

d. The quiz which is two thirds sorted and may have been in Heritage week will be postponed till 

later in the autumn. Ethic will discuss on the 8th. 

e. Horrid Histories – assuming that this will run later in the autumn. (History party for young 

people in town hall run by Ethic). Will discuss at Ethic. 

f. Late night/ lights: not spoken to Graham West about stage yet – on list to do. Panto folk would 

like to get a slot on the stage to promote the panto which will follow in a week. This year it will 

be ‘Calamity Jane’ so a cowboy and Indians theme is emerging for the Dove Players.  
 

 
Date of Meeting - propose: Tuesday 6th October 2015, 8 pm in Council Chamber  

 
 
Maria Ford - 9th September 2015 
Please advise of inaccuracies or omissions 
 
 

 


